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ABSTRACT
There are various kinds of objects embedded in static Web
pages and online Web databases. Extracting and integrating
these objects from the Web is of great significance for Web
data management. The existing Web information extraction
(IE) techniques cannot provide satisfactory solution to the
Web object extraction task since objects of the same type
are distributed in diverse Web sources, whose structures
are highly heterogenous. The classic information extraction
(IE) methods, which are designed for processing plain text
documents, also fail to meet our requirements. In this paper,
we propose a novel approach called Object-Level Information
Extraction (OLIE) to extract Web objects. This approach
extends a classic IE algorithm, Conditional Random Fields
(CRF), by adding Web-specific information. It is essentially
a combination of Web IE and classic IE. Specifically, visual
information on the Web pages is used to select appropri-
ate atomic elements for extraction and also to distinguish
attributes, and structured information from external Web
databases is applied to assist the extraction process. The
experimental results show OLIE can significantly improve
the Web object extraction accuracy.

Keywords
Information Extraction, Wrapper, Conditional Random Fields,
Information Integration

1. INTRODUCTION
While the World Wide Web (or Web) is traditionally used
for hypertext publishing and accessing, there are actually
various kinds of objects embedded in static Web pages and
online Web databases. There is a great opportunity for us to
extract and integrate all the related Web information about
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the same object together as an information unit. We call
these information units Web objects. Typical Web objects
are products, people, papers, organizations, etc. Commonly,
objects of the same type obey the same structure or schema.
We can imagine that once these objects are extracted and
integrated from the Web, some large databases can be con-
structed to perform further knowledge discovery and data
management tasks.

This paper studies how to automatically extract object in-
formation from the Web. The main challenge is that objects
of the same type are distributed in diverse Web sources,
whose structures are highly heterogenous. For instance,
information about ”paper” objects can be found in home-
pages, PDF files, and even online databases.

There is no ready method to solve this problem. Instead,
there are a series of existing Web information extraction
(IE) techniques can provide partial solutions. Specifically,
data record detection techniques [17, 34] are proposed to
identify data records within a Web page through mining the
repeated patterns or templates in HTML codes; attribute
value extraction techniques [14, 3, 1, 16, 32] are proposed to
further extract the attribute values, also based on template
discovery in HTML codes; and attribute value labeling tech-
niques [2, 32] are introduced to label the extracted values
with attribute names of the object. Moreover, object identi-
fication techniques [30, 5] are then used to integrate all the
labeled attribute values from various Web sources about the
same object into a single information unit.

Although it is possible to combine these techniques to con-
struct a toolkit to extract object from some template-generated
Web pages, we think this is not a practical solution. First
of all, since attribute values of an object are extracted from
various Web sources independently, it is required to learn a
template for each Website. For Web pages which are highly
irregular (note: most Web information extraction techniques
rely on the regular patterns in Web pages) or with few train-
ing examples, however, it is impractical to learn such a tem-
plate for them. Secondly, it is highly ineffective to treat
Web information extraction and object identification as two
separate phases. Since the accuracy of both extraction and
identification suffers, without bi-directional communication
between them and the mutually-reinforcing evidence. For
example, if an attribute value is wrongly extracted, there
is no chance to correct the error in the object identifica-



tion phase. However, if Web information extraction and
object identification are within an integrated framework, ob-
ject identification process can interact with the extraction
process to improve the extraction accuracy.

Another tightly related work is classic information extrac-
tion from plain text document [4, 11, 26, 25, 35]. Inte-
grated inference for extraction and identification has been
proposed in some recent works [21, 35]. However, these
methods are originally designed for processing plain texts
and not for Web pages, and thus cannot be directly applied
to the Web object extraction task. Of course, we can trans-
form each Web page into a plain text document by removing
HTML tags and other irrelevant codes. But treating Web
pages as plain text documents is unwise since some impor-
tant Web-specific information for object extraction, such as
page structure and layout, is lost.

The advantage of classic IE algorithms is their capability of
handling heterogenous data sources and integrating informa-
tion extraction and object identification in a uniform frame-
work, while Web IE takes advantage of the Web-specific in-
formation, e.g. tags and layouts, to extract objects. In
this paper, we present an object-level information extraction
(OLIE) approach which can effectively extract Web objects
from multiple heterogeneous Web data sources. Our basic
idea is to extend a classic IE algorithm, Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRF), by adding Web-specific features. So our
method is essentially a combination of Web IE and classic
IE. More specifically, besides text, we found that there are
other two kinds of Web information, namely visual infor-
mation on the Web pages and structured information from
Web databases, are of particular importance for Web object
extraction.

First of all, for classic information extraction from plain text
documents, a fundamental difficulty is to identify the set of
words which form a meaningful attribute such as title, name,
etc. However, for Web pages, there is much visual informa-
tion which could be very useful in segmenting the Web pages
into a set of appropriate atomic elements instead of a set
of words. Typically a Website designer would organize the
content of a Web page to make it easy for reading, and se-
mantically related content is usually grouped together. The
entire page is divided into regions for different contents us-
ing explicit or implicit visual separators such as lines, blank
area, image, font size, or colors [36]. For example, the title
and authors of a paper in a Web page are usually formatted
with different font sizes and put at different positions in the
page, and it is easy to visually differentiate them.

Secondly, there is a rich amount of structured information
available from the Web databases (or the deep Web [33]).
For example, DBLP and ACM Digital Library are two large
Web databases containing well-structured data for papers,
authors and conferences. These database information could
also be very useful in Web object extraction. On the Web,
information about objects is usually redundant. For exam-
ple, you may find the information about a paper or an au-
thor from multiple Websites. Therefore, the object extrac-
tion system should be able to communicate with external
databases to check whether there are some matches between
the object elements and the attributes in the databases,

and use the matching results to guide the extraction and
labelling process. If we find a good match between some
elements and the key attributes of a database record, we
can say with high confidence that the page contains infor-
mation related to the record in the database. Then we can
use other attributes of the record to help us extract the rest
information of the object or rectify wrong labels. Moreover,
when new objects are extracted, the information of these
objects could be also used to help extracting other objects.
Therefore, even when we cannot obtain any external Web
databases, we can still adopt this method. Note that this
is substantially different from some classic information ex-
traction approaches using dictionaries, which only use the
matching degree of a single word and a name entity in the
dictionary during the extraction process (see Section 6 for
details).

To test the effectiveness of our method, we conducted experi-
ments to extract paper and author objects for a paper search
engine. Our experimental results show that, by adding vi-
sual features and database features into the CRF algorithm,
the extraction accuracy is significantly improved. The main
contributions of the paper are:

1. An Web object extraction and integration framework,
which considers all the information about an object
as an information unit and conducts Web information
extraction and object identification at the same time;

2. Using visual information on a Web page to select ap-
propriate atomic elements for extraction and also using
visual information to distinguish attributes;

3. Using structured information from external databases
to assist the extraction process;

4. An Enhanced CRF model to take into account all the
text, visual, and database information during the ex-
traction.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we formally define the Web object extraction problem
and provide some necessary background. Section 3 discusses
all types of features that could be used in Web information
extraction. Section 4 introduces our Object-Level Informa-
tion Extraction approach and describes how the basic Con-
ditional Random Fields(CRF) model is extended. Section 5
describes the setting for the experiments we have done to
evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, and presents the
experimental results. Related work is discussed in Section 6,
followed by our conclusions in Section 7.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION &
BACKGROUND

In this section, we first further motivate the Web object
extraction problem in the context of a scientific literature
search engine that we are developing. We then formally
define the problem. Finally we briefly introduce the Con-
ditional Random Fields model which are extended to solve
the problem.



Figure 1: Web Object Extraction in the Object-level
Paper Search Engine

2.1 Motivating Example
We have been developing an object-level paper search en-
gine (OLPSE) to help scientists and students locate publi-
cation related objects such as papers, authors, conferences,
and journals. OLPSE currently indexes 1 million computer
science papers crawled from the Web.

OLPSE collects Web information for all types of objects
in the research literature including papers, authors, confer-
ences, and journals. All the related Web information about
the same object is extracted and integrated together as an
information unit. The objects are retrieved and ranked ac-
cording to their relevance to the query and their popularity.
The object information is stored in an object warehouse with
respect to each individual attribute. For example, paper in-
formation is stored w.r.t. the following attributes: title, au-
thor, year, conference, abstract, and full text. In this way,
we can handle structured queries very well, and give differ-
ent attribute-weights to the hits [7] in different attributes
when calculating the relevance score. The details of object
relevance and popularity score calculation are beyond the
scope of this paper.

OLPSE extracts information from both the surface Web
such as author, conference, and journal homepages and PDF
(or PS) files, and the deep Web databases such as DBLP
and ACM DL. The data from Web databases can be easily
and accurately extracted since most of them are structured
and stored in XML files. The data from surface Web have
much more flexible appearances, which makes the extraction
a challenging task.

As we mentioned earlier, there are two types of informa-
tion extraction techniques: Web information extraction and
plain text information extraction. Sine the homepages are
normally not generated using templates, the traditional Web
information extraction techniques are no longer suitable.
Traditional plain text information extraction techniques can
handle these Web pages, however they consider solely plain
text during the extraction, and ignore much valuable infor-

 

Figure 2: Four object blocks in a Web page

Figure 3: An example object block and its elements
from a computer scientist home-page. Four object
elements are located.

mation, such as visual information of the Web pages and
structured information from external databases, which can
greatly assist the extraction process. For example, a for-
eigner could accurately locate the title and authors of the
paper header in Figure 1 only depending on the font and
position information. If a phrase in the paper header is
found to exactly match with the title attribute of a record
in the database, not only can this phrase be almost defi-
nitely labeled as title, but other attributes of this record,
such as author, affiliation and booktitle, can be used to ex-
tract the rest information. Moreover, this fashion achieved a
bi-directional communication between the extraction engine
and the external databases, and a combined information ex-
traction and integration (i.e. object identification).

2.2 Problem Formulation

Web Objects & Attributes: We define the concept of
Web Objects as the principle data units about which Web
information is to be collected, indexed and ranked. Web
objects are usually recognizable concepts, such as authors,
papers, conferences, or journals which have relevance to the
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Figure 4: Web Object Extraction

application domain. Different types of objects are used to
represent the information for different concepts. We as-
sume the same type of objects follows a common relational
schema: R(a1, a2, ..., am).

Attributes, A = {a1, a2, ..., am}, are properties which de-
scribe the objects. There are three types of object attributes:
Key attributes, Important attributes, and Others attribute:

• Key attributes, AK = {aK1, aK2, ..., aKK} ⊆ A, are
properties which can uniquely identify an object;

• Important attributes, AI = {aI1, aI2, ..., aII} ⊆ A, are
distinctive properties other than the key attributes;

• Others attribute, aO ∈ A, is all the other properties
about the object.

The designer of the system needs to determine the types of
objects which are relevant to the application, and the Key
and Important attributes of these objects.

Object Blocks & Elements: The information about an
object in a Web page is usually grouped together as a block,
since Web page creators are always trying to display seman-
tically related information together. Using explicit or im-
plicit visual separators such as lines, blank area, image, font,
and color, we can first locate these object blocks based on
existing Web page segmentation technologies like [8]. Figure
2 shows that four object blocks are located in a Web page
generated by Froogle. With the help of data record mining
[17] and classification [13] techniques, we can then automat-
ically determine whether the object blocks are relevant to
the application. However automated object block detection
and classification is beyond the scope of this paper, where
we assume that the relevant blocks are given.

Given an object block found on a Web page, it is straight-
forward to further segment it to atomic extraction entities
using the visual information and delimiter, such as font, po-
sition, color, appearance pattern, and punctuation. Figure
3 shows an example object block with four atomic extraction
entities, which are called object elements. In this way, the

object block Ei is converted to a sequence of elements, i.e.
Ei =< ei1ei2 · · · eiT >. Each element eij only belongs to a
single attribute of the object, and an attribute can contain
several elements. See Section ?? for a detailed discussion on
how to automatically obtain the object elements by block
segmentation.

Web Object Extraction: Given an object block Ei =<
ei1ei2 · · · eiT >, and it’s relevant object schema R(a1, a2, ..., am),
we need to assign an attribute name from the attribute set
A = {a1, a2, ..., am} to each object element eij to determine
the corresponding label sequence Li =< li1li2 · · · liT >. If
the object block Ei and a previously extracted object On in
the database refer to the same entity, we integrate On and
the labeled Ei together. The key attributes AK are used
to decide whether they refer to the same entity. The com-
bined labeling and integration inference is called Web object
extraction.

Figure 4 shows such a Web object extraction process. Given
an object block Ei =< ei1ei2 · · · eiT >, we browse existing
Web objects extracted previously during the labeling process
to see if there are some good matches on key attributes
between Ei and On. If we find such a match, it will be
of high probability that they refer to the same object, and
we can integrate their information together. For example,
assuming E1 and O2 in Figure 4 match well on AK , we can
use the information contained in E1 to supplement or rectify
the attributes of O1. If there exist no good match, we build
a new Web object whose attribute values are the labeled
information of the object block. For example, assuming E2

in Figure 4 has no match with existing Web objects on AK ,
its labeled information is used to create a new Web object
in the database.

2.3 Conditional Random Fields model
After locating an object block on Web pages and segment-
ing it to an object element set, the labeling operation can
be treated as a sequence data classification problem. To the
best of our knowledge, the Conditional Random Fields(CRF)
model is among the most popular and effective methods for
this task [15]. It offers several advantages over other Fi-
nite State Machine (FSM) based algorithms. First, it re-



laxes the strong independence assumptions made in those
models. Second, it avoids a fundamental limitation, called
“label bias” [15], of discriminative Markov models based on
directed graphical models. Third, by designing appropriate
feature functions, it is convenient to integrate arbitrary fea-
tures into the model, which well meets our objectives. So,
we select the CRF as the base model and extend it for Web
object extraction.

Conditional Random Fields are undirected graphical mod-
els trained to maximize a conditional probability [15]. Usu-
ally a one-order linear chain is taken for simplicity. Specifi-
cally, given an object element (observation) sequence E =<
e1e2 · · · eT > derived from an object block, a CRF mod-
els a conditional probability for a label (state) sequence
L =< l1l2 · · · lT > as follows, where li belongs to a finite
attribute alphabet A = {a1, a2, · · · , am},

P (L|E, Θ) =
1

ZE
exp

{
T∑

t=1

N∑

k=1

λkfk(lt−1, lt, E, t)

}
(1)

where, ZE is the normalization constant that makes the
probabilities of all possible label sequences sum to one.
fk(lt−1, lt, E, t) is called a feature function. It measures an
arbitrary feature about the event that a transition lt−1 → lt
occurs at current time t and the total element sequence is
E. Θ = {λ1, λ2, · · · , λN} is the parameter set of the model,
which indicates the relative importance of each feature func-
tion.

Using a CRF to deal with an labeling problem involves three
phases of operations: model construction, model training,
and output.

Model construction equals to the selection of the attribute
set and feature functions. Usually feature functions are
binary-valued, but they can also be real-valued as in this
paper.

Model training is to determine the parameter set of the
model. GIS [10], IIS [23], and L-BFGS [20] are normal
training algorithms. Usually, L-BFGS is preferred due to its
much faster convergence. More detailed comparisons among
them can be found in [18, 31].

Output is to determine the optimal label sequence L∗ with
the highest probability, given an element sequence E and
the learned CRF model:

L∗ = arg max
L

P (L|E, Θ) (2)

It can be efficiently tackled with the well-known Viterbi al-
gorithm. Define δt(l) as the best score (highest probability)
along a single path at time t , which accounts for the first t
elements and ends in label lt. By induction we have [24]:

δt(l) = max
l
′

{
δt−1(l

′
) exp

[
N∑

k=1

λkfk(l
′
, l, E, t)

]}
(3)

After the recursion terminates at time T , we get

l∗ = arg max
l

[δT (l)] ,

and the optimal state sequence L∗ can be backtracked through
the recorded dynamic programming table.

3. FEATURES FOR EXTRACTION
As we mentioned above, there exist three categories of in-
formation that could be utilized for Web object extraction:
text features, visual features, and database features. In the
following, we will discuss them respectively.

3.1 Text Features
Text content is the most natural feature to use. Tradition-
ally, the information of a Web object is treated as a sequence
of words to be labelled. Statistics about word emission prob-
abilities and state transition probabilities are computed on
the training dataset, then these statistics are used to assist
labelling the words one by one. But these word-by-word
based approaches are not suitable for Web object extrac-
tion for the following reasons. First of all, although some
high-level feature functions are very useful for the extrac-
tion, they are difficult to build based on single words due to
their limited expression capability. For example, given “A.
J. Black”, we could say with high confidence that it is an
author name. But little could be told based on individual
word separately: “A.”, “J.”, and “Black”. Given “Data”,
“Mining”, we have no idea whether the labels should be title
or conference, because they have similar emission probabil-
ities for these two attributes. But if we treat “International
Conference on Data Mining” as a whole, we could almost
definitely say that labels of the five words are all conference.
Secondly, because only one word’s label is determined in one
round, the labelling efficiency is impaired. Thirdly, usually
it is straightforward to convert the information of an ob-
ject block on the Web to an appropriate sequence of object
elements, using visual features like font and position and
delimiters like punctuation (refer to Subsection 2.1 for more
details). Using Web elements as atomic entities could im-
prove both the effectiveness and efficiency of the extraction
engine.

The HTML tags of the Web pages are another type of text
information which are widely utilized in traditional wrap-
pers. But they are not so useful here because of their Website-
dependent nature. Due to different designing styles among
individual Website creators, information implied by tags is
not stable.

3.2 visual features
Object blocks usually contain many explicit or implicit vi-
sual separators such as lines, blank area, image, font size,
and colors. They are very valuable for the extraction pro-
cess. Specifically, it affects two aspects in our framework:
block segmentation and feature function construction.

Using visual information together with delimiters is easy
to segment an object block to an appropriate sequence of
object elements. We prefer large elements as soon as each
element only corresponding to a single attribute. Having
large elements has two advantages. First of all, more ro-
bust and powerful feature functions can be built because
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Figure 5: Example for Web object information extraction and integration. Attributes in black are original
stored results. Attributes in red are currently obtained results by extraction from the left three Web objects
and integration.

the expression ability of an object element is generally in
proportion to its length. Secondly, the extraction efficiency
will be improved for more words can be labeled together
in one round. For different kinds of Web objects, we should
design particular element segmentation heuristic rules to de-
termine the most appropriate element set. For example, for
paper objects that contain visual information, like the paper
header in Figure 5, , we can also use the font, position, and
appearance patterns to obtain the element set. The final
element set for the paper header is: { (Evaluating Top-k Se-
lection Queries), (Surajit Chaudhuri), (Microsoft Research),
(surajit@microsoft.com), (Luris Gravano), (Columbia Uni-
versity), (gravano@microsoft.com) }. Sometimes, regular
expressions are incorporated to get a large element. For the
author homepage in Figure 5, using the regular expression
of “research interests” and visual appearances together, we
can define the phrase of “research interests” together with
the following four items as a single element. Achieving an
appropriate object element set, high-level feature functions
can then be built on them.

Visual information itself can also produce powerful features
to assist the extraction. For example, if an element has
the maximal font-size and centered at the top of a paper
header, it will be the title with high probability. If two sub-
blocks have similar patterns in appearance(for example, two
authors’ personal information in the paper header in Fig-
ure 5), the corresponding items in them should have the
same labels. Though tag information is unstable for web-
independent objects, the visual information is much more
robust, because people are always trying to display infor-
mation on the web orderly and clearly, and this desirability
makes the visual appearances of the same kind of objects
vary much less than tags.

3.3 Database Features
For some kind of Web object, there always exist some databases
that contain large amounts of well-structured records ex-
tracted previously. These records follow the same relational
schema with the object blocks to be processed. In our
OLPSE context, DBLP and ACM DL are two such databases.
They store thousands of papers’ essential attributes, such as
title, author, booktitle and year. This structured information
can remarkably assist to improve the extraction accuracy in
three ways.

First, we can treat the records in databases as additional
training examples to help compute the element emission
probability. At present, it is treated as the simple linear
combination of all words’ emission probabilities in the ele-
ment. Recently, a concept of “dictionary” is used in many
literatures to help compute the word emission probability for
information extraction [6, 26]. When the dictionary is too
large or too different from the training text, it may degrade
performance. Differently, there is little risk to bring about
noise in our framework because the records in databases
follow the same schema as object blocks to be processed.
Moreover, the computation of element emission probability
is more robust than the word emission probability.

Second, we can browse the databases to see if there are some
matches between the current element and stored attributes.
This is a typical object identification task[29]. The com-
puted matching degrees(normalized to the range of [0 ∼ 1])
can be used to help determine the label. For example, when
extracting from the paper citation in Figure 5, it’s first el-
ement is “S. Chaudhuri and L. Gravano”. It has a good
match with the author attribute of the second record in the
database. Then we can say with certain confidence that the



label of the first element is author.

Third, because the object blocks and the records in databases
have the same relational schema, if we found a good match
between the current element and a key attribute of a record,
we can say with high confidence that the object block and
the record refer to the same object. Then we can use other
attributes of this record to help extract the rest informa-
tion of the object block or rectify wrong labels. Take paper
header in Figure 5 for example. Title is the key attribute
of a paper header. For the first element, “Evaluating Top-k
Selection Queries”, we will finds a good match with the ti-
tle attribute of the second record in the database. It is of
high probability that the header and the record are about
the same paper. Inversely, we browse the element sequence
to see if there exist other matches with the record’s rest
attributes. Then, the name, affiliation attributes will also
find a good match. We compute the probability p0 that the
header and the record refer to the same object, and individ-
ual matching degrees pi on each attribute using technologies
of object identification. Finally, we use all these matching
results to direct further extraction or rectification.

We will show later that utilizing databases achieves an obvi-
ous improvement on extraction accuracy. Because the object
identification operation is performed during the extraction
process, information integration is also accomplished at the
same time.

These three categories of features are all very valuable for
Web object extraction. As far as we know, there is no frame-
work to efficiently integrate them together either in the field
of wrapper or information extraction. In this paper, aim-
ing at this goal, we extend the basic CRF to an Enhanced
CRF model and propose an OLIE method for Web object
extraction. The details will be formulated in the following
section.

4. WEB OBJECT EXTRACTION
As stated above, our goal is to incorporate all available in-
formation to assist the Web object extraction. The basic
CRF model can not meet this requirement, for it models the
label sequence probability only conditioned on the element
sequence E =< e1e2 · · · eT >, and no object identification
is performed. By introducing two variations into the basic
CRF, we get the Enhanced CRF(ECRF) model. In this sec-
tion, we will first describe the ECRF model, then adopt it
in the OLPSE context to execute the web object extraction.

4.1 Enhanced Conditional Random Fields model
ECRF extends the basic CRF model by introducing two
variations.

First, we modify the label sequence probability to condi-
tion on not only the element sequence, but also available
databases,

P (L|E, D, Θ) =
1

ZE
exp

{
T∑

t=1

N∑

k=1

λkfk(lt−1, lt, E, D, t)

}
(4)

where, E is the observation sequence, and it contains both
the text and visual information. D denote databases which

store structured information. fk(lt−1, lt, E, D, t) is the new
feature function based on all the three categories of infor-
mation.

During the computation of feature functions, sometimes we
would have sufficiently high confidence that some object ele-
ment et should have certain label. The cases may be found-
ing good matches between et and key/important attributes
of records in databases, or that et has a high enough element
emission probability for some attribute. For example, if the
following statistics holds,
p(lt = “conference′′|et contains “in proceedings of”) = 0.99,
and current et is “in proceedings of WWW04”, it is almost
definite that conference is the label. These constraints can
be used to compel the solution searching progress to find
the optimal state path correctly and quickly. This leads to
our second variation for the basic CRF. Specifically, we first
compute the confidence ct(ai) that et belongs to some at-
tribute ai based on some feature functions. If the confidence
is high enough(ct(ai) > τ), we modify the induction formula
of Viterbi algorithm as follows,

δt(l)=





max
l
′

{
ct(ai)·δt−1(l

′
) exp

[
N∑

k=1
λkfk(l

′
,l,E,D,t)

]}
l=ai

max
l
′

{
(1−ct(ai))·δt−1(l

′
) exp

[
N∑

k=1
λkfk(l

′
,l,E,D,t)

]}
others

(5)

if ct(ai) ≤ τ , the induction formula is the same as (3). This
idea is very similar with the one in [28]. However they still
have some difference(see Section 6 for more details).

The above two variations further enhanced the ability of the
basic CRF. It makes it possible to incorporate more valuable
information during the extraction process. Moreover, the
modified Viterbi algorithm leads to a more efficient solution
searching progress.

4.2 Object Level Information Extraction
In this subsectin, we will take the OLPSE context for ex-
ample, and adopt the ECRF model to achieve the OLIE
approach for Web object extraction.

Totally, we need to process three kinds of Web objects:
paper header, paper citation, and author homepage. (At
present, only text-related information is extracted. Others
like image are not considered.) An object’s text and visual
features, and database are all the available information dur-
ing the extraction process.

For each kind of Web objects, we should construct a par-
ticular ECRF model for it. This involves two operations:
determining the attribute set and constructing appropriate
feature functions. Then, the parameter set of the ECRF
model is learned on a training dataset.

Given an object block to be processed, we first convert it
to a sequence of elements E =< e1e2 · · · eT >, according to
the visual features and delimiters. At time t = 1 : T , the
following operations are performed in succession:

1. compute each feature function fk(lt−1, lt, E, D, t).

2. Using databases to find constraints:
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1. Get object element sequence E =< e1e2 · · · eT > by
visual features and delimiters.

2. for t = 1 : T

A. Compute fk(lt−1, lt, E, D, t), k = 1 : N .

B. Use databases to find constraints:

(a). If element emission probability si ≥ τ ,
take ct(ai) = si and record the tuple
< et, ai, ct(ai) >.

(b). If attribute matching degree mi ≥ τ , take
ct(ai) = mi and record the tuple
< et, ai, ct(ai) >.

(c). If object matching degree p0 ≥ τ ,
inversely browse E to compute each
attribute matching degree pj . If pj ≥ τ ,

take c
′
t(aj) = max(pj , p0) and record a

tuple < et
′ , aj , c

′
t(aj) >, where

t
′ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , T}.

C. For all t
′ ≤ t, pick up the tuple

< et
′ , a∗i , c

′
t(ai)

∗ > with the highest

confidence. From the smallest time t
′

to t ,
reperform the searching process with the
modified Viterbi algorithm.

3. Terminate at l∗ = arg max
l

[δT (l)] and backtrack

the optimal state sequence.

Figure 6: Pseudo algorithm flow of OLIE

(1) If the element emission probability si of et as certain
attribute ai is high enough(si ≥ τ), where τ is a preset
threshold, we take si as the constraint confidence ct(ai) and
record a tuple < et, ai, ct(ai) >.

(2) If et finds a good match with the attribute ai of a record
in the database, we take the normalized matching degree
mi(in the range of [0 ∼ 1]) as the confidence ct(ai). If
ct(ai) ≥ τ , we also record the tuple < et, ai, ct(ai) >.

(3) If the matched attribute is a key attribute of the record,
inversely we browse E to compute the normalized matching
degree pj for each attribute aj of the record, and compute
the probability p0 that the current web object and the record
refer to the same object. For each attribute aj , if pj ≥ τ
holds, we take the bigger of pj and p0 as the confidence

c
′
t(aj), and record a tuple < et

′ , aj , c
′
t(aj) >, where t

′ ∈
{1, 2, · · · , T}.

3. For all t
′ ≤ t, we pick up the tuple < ot

′ , l∗i , c
′
t(ai)

∗ >

with the highest confidence. From the smallest time t
′

to
the current time t , we re-perform the searching process with
the modified Viterbi algorithm.

4. When time T is reached, we terminate at l∗ = arg max
l

[δT (l)]

and backtrack the optimal state sequence.

Based on ECRF, our OLIE sufficiently utilizes all avail-

able information to assist the extraction for Web objects.
Because object identification is performed during this pro-
cess, a bidirectional communication among web objects and
records of databases is achieved, which leads to a combined
information extraction and integration.

5. EXPERIMENTS
The OLIE approach proposed in the paper are fully imple-
mented and evaluated in the context of OLPSE. The goals
of the experimental study are: (i) to compare the perfor-
mance of our OLIE approach with that of existing classic
IE approaches, (ii) to see how different sizes of the external
databases could affect the extraction accuracy;

5.1 Experimental setup
Two types of Web objects are defined in the experiments:
papers and authors. The paper objects have 8 attributes:
Title, Author, Year, Abstract, Editor, Booktitle, Journal,
and Others, and the key attributes are: Title, Author, and
Year. The author objects have 13 attributes: Name, De-
gree, Affiliation, Designation, Address, Email, Phone, Fax,
Education, Secretary, Office, Web URL, and Others, and
the key attribute is the Name of the author.

We now describe the datasets and metrics of our experimen-
tal evaluation. We also discuss the feature functions used in
the experiments.

5.1.1 Datasets
Citations: We took the citation dataset derived from the
Cora project for testing. It has been used as a standard
benchmark in several previous works [12, 22, 26]. It con-
tains 500 citations and we used 300 for training and the rest
200 for testing. 7 attributes of paper objects are extracted:
Author, Title, Editor, Booktitle, Journal, Year, and Others.
This data set is denoted as C.

<title> A Comparative Study of Reliable Error Estimators +L+ 

for Pruning Regression Trees +L+ </title> 

<author> Lus Torgo +L+ </author> 

<affiliation> LIACC/FEP University of Porto +L+ </affiliation> 

<address> R. Campo Alegre, 823, 2 - 4150 PORTO - PORTUGAL +L+ </address> 

 

Figure 7: Header examples from web and Cora
dataset

PDF Files: Though a header dataset is also provided by
the Cora project, it is not appropriate for our testing be-
cause it only contains the plain text of a header, discarding
much visual information like font and position. This makes
its appearance remarkably different from the original one in
a PDF/PS science paper (see Figure 7 for an example). To
test our algorithm’s performance, we need the visual infor-
mation of the original PDF/PS files. we randomly selected



Table 1: List of some used features

All words start with capitalized letter
Initial word starts with capitalized letter

Form like author name, such as S. Chaudhuri
Number of digits in the element

Text Percent of digits in the element
Number of words in the element

Element emission probability
Contain at least one -

Phone number or zip code
Regular expression, such as URL, email

Font information like size, family and style
Position like top, left and right

Vision Distance from previous element
Distance from next element

Same font with previous element
Same font with next element

Match an attribute of a record
Match a key attribute of a record

Database Contain word like Jan., Feb.
Contain phrase like submitted to, etc

Contain phrase like in proceedings of, etc

200 papers in the dataset and downloaded them from the in-
ternet. Their original headers composed a dataset denoted
as H. We used 100 papers for training and the rest for test-
ing. 9 attributes of author objects are extracted: Name,
Affiliation, Address, Email, Fax, Phone, Web URL, Degree,
and Others. 4 attributes of paper objects are extracted:
Title, Author, Abstract, and Others.

Author homepages: We randomly collected 200 computer
scientists’ homepages from the internet. Compared with
previous two datasets, this dataset is more general and flexi-
ble. 11 attributes of the author objects are extracted: Name,
Affiliation, Designation, Address, Email, Phone, Fax, Edu-
cation, Secretary, Office, and Others. We randomly selected
100 homepages for training and the rest 100 for testing. This
dataset is denoted as P.

ACM Digital Library: ACM Digital Library is online
Web database with high quality structured data, which to-
tally contains essential structured information about 150,000
papers on computer science.

5.1.2 Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the performance comprehensively, we took sev-
eral criteria that were widely used before: word accuracy,
F1-measure and instance accuracy. They measure the per-
formance of the algorithms on different aspects. A brief
definition is given as follows [22].

• Word accuracy: Defining A as the number of true pos-
itive words, B as the number of false negative words,
C as the number of false positive words, D as the num-
ber of true negative words, A + B + C + D is the total

number of words. Word accuracy is calculated to be

acc. =
A + D

A + B + C + D

• F1-measure: First, two basic measurements, precision
and recall, are defined as: Precision = A

A+C
, Recall =

A
A+B

. Then F1-measure is calculated to be

F1 =
2× Precision×Recall

Precision + Recall

• Instance accuracy: the percentage of instances in which
all words are correctly labelled.

5.1.3 Feature functions
During our experiments, feature functions are constructed
based on the three kinds of available features described in
section 3: text, vision, and database. And they are all based
on object elements instead of words. A more detailed de-
scription is listed in Table 1. For the paper citation dataset
C, the visual information (punctuation) is used to get ob-
ject elements, and feature functions are only based on the
text and database features. For paper header dataset H and
author homepage dataset P, feature functions are based on
all the three kinds of features.

5.2 Experimental Results
We now discuss the experimental results on the three datasets
H, C, P. For H and C, we also made a comparison with
several typical algorithms, such as HMM[26], SVM[12], and
CRF[22]. Note that the structured information from the
ACM DL is used during the extraction process. Because the
definitions of attributes are not exactly the same, we only
compared the extraction results on some common ones.

Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4 list the word accuracy and
F1-measure on each field, and Figure 8 shows the instance
accuracy on three datasets. From the reports in Table 2 and
Table 3, we can see that OLIE achieves an obvious, some-
times dramatic, improvement on almost each field compared
with existing methods. It substantiates that in our OLIE
framework, all available information about web objects is
more sufficiently utilized during the extraction process, and
this mode does help a lot to improve the extraction perfor-
mance. Particularly, we nearly obtain a perfect extraction
result on the paper header dataset H. The reason is that,
visual information in a paper header is especially abundant
and stable. It enable us to build powerful feature functions
to assist the extraction.

Though author homepage is more difficult to deal with due
to its more flexible appearance, we still obtain a satisfying
extraction result as shown in Table 4.

For a user, usually he/she cares more about whether an ob-
ject block is correctly labeled than how many words of the
obejct are correctly labeled. So the instance accuracy is a
more practical criterion. In Figure 8, we show OLIE’s ex-
traction results on this criterion and compared them with
some typical algorithms on C and H. An obvious improve-
ment is obtained due to two main reasons. First, additional
information such as vision and database is utilized to help



Table 2: Extraction results on C

HMM CRF ECRF
acc. F1 acc. F1 acc. F1

Author 96.8 92.7 99.9 99.4 99.9 99.9
Title 92.2 87.2 98.9 98.3 99.5 99.1

Booktitle 94.4 0.85 97.7 93.7 99.2 97.2
Journal 96.6 67.7 99.1 91.3 99.6 96.6
Editor 98.8 70.8 99.5 87.7 99.8 95.2
Date 99.7 96.9 99.8 98.9 100 100

Table 3: Extraction results on H

HMM SVM CRF ECRF
acc. F1 acc. F1 acc. F1 acc. F1

Author 98.7 81.0 99.3 97.2 99.8 97.5 100 100
Title 98.2 82.2 98.9 96.5 99.7 97.1 100 100

Affiliation 98.3 85.1 98.1 93.8 99.7 97.0 99.9 99.9
Address 99.1 84.8 99.1 94.7 99.7 95.8 99.9 99.8
Email 99.9 92.5 99.6 91.7 99.9 95.3 100 100
Phone 99.8 53.8 99.9 92.4 99.9 97.9 100 100
Web 99.9 68.6 99.9 92.4 99.9 94.1 100 100

Degree 99.5 68.6 99.5 70.1 99.8 84.9 100 100

Table 4: Extraction results on P

ECRF
acc. F1

Name 99.9 99.4
Affiliation 99.6 99.2

Designation 99.8 99.0
Address 98.3 95.2
Email 99.9 99.6
Phone 99.2 95.8

Education 99.9 99.9

Table 5: Extraction results on C with databases of various sizes.

Paper Num 0 5000 30000 150000
acc. F1 acc. F1 acc. F1 acc. F1

Author 99.31 98.53 99.82 99.61 99.95 99.89 99.97 99.94
Title 98.61 97.69 99.29 98.84 99.41 99.03 99.46 99.12

Booktitle 98.79 96.01 99.03 96.83 99.03 96.83 99.15 97.23
Journal 99.38 94.03 99.39 94.12 99.40 94.37 99.64 96.59
Editor 99.69 93.94 99.69 93.94 99.73 94.81 99.75 95.15
Date 99.54 93.46 99.62 94.56 99.63 94.79 100 100

the extraction. Second, the labeling process is based on el-
ements instead of words.

Figure 8: Instance accuracy by different algorithms

To test the effectiveness of using object elements instead of
words, we discard database features during the extraction
on C. The result is shown in Figure 8 corresponding to
the OLIE* method. We can see that, though the result is
not so satisfying as OLIE, an improvement is still obtained
compared with CRF and HMM.

To test the effectiveness of utilizing database information,
we vary the size of database during the extraction on C.
Specifically, we randomly selected 0, 5000, 30000, and 150000
papers from ACM DL to derive different databases, and
conducted individual experiment on each of them. The in-
stance accuracy is shown in Figure 9. When we increase the
database size, we obtain a gradual improvement on accu-
racy. More interesting, the slope of the accuracy curve be-
comes flatter and flatter as we increase the database size. It
shows that there exists a distinction between whether using

Figure 9: Instance accuracy V.S. database size on C

a database or not during the extraction process. But with
more and more database information incorporated, its effec-
tiveness will degrade gradually. This hint is important for
us to design a practical system. Using database information
during the extraction process will involve many object iden-
tification operations. When the size of database is too large,
it will be very time-consuming. Given the accuracy curve
in Figure 5, it enable us to select a medium-sized database
to find a good trade-off between extraction accuracy and
efficiency.

Sometimes, we would have no external databases to assist
the extraction at the beginning for some certain types of
Web objects. With the extraction going on, we can build a
local database using the extracted results. To test the ef-



Figure 10: Instance accuracy for different database
sizes

fectiveness of utilizing this kind of database, we designed
a simple experiment on c. Specifically, we randomly se-
lected 100 citations from C as training examples to con-
struct the ECRF model and another 100 citations as test
examples. Then we randomly selected 100 instances from
the remaining 300 citations for extraction and built a local
database composed of the extracted results. We denoted
it as D1. Further, we randomly selected another 100 in-
stances from the remaining 200 citations for extraction and
add the extracted results to D1. The new database is de-
noted as D2. For the last 100 citations, we re-performed
the extraction process and also added the extracted results
to D2 and obtained D3. Then, we evaluated the extraction
accuracy for the previously selected 100 testing examples by
using databases D1, D2, and D3 respectively. The results
are shown in Figure 10. We also achieved an obvious im-
provement by using D1. The improvement rate slowed down
at D2 and D3. This preliminary experiment shows that it
is possible to obtain a self-enhanced Web object extraction
system using our OLIE approach: on one hand, the growing
database can be very helpful in extracting more accurate
results. On the other hand, the extracted results which are
more accurate can further increase the size and quality of
database.

6. RELATED WORK
As stated above, the proposed OLIE framework is based
on the ECRF model, a Finite State Machine(FSM) model.
There has been much research on this topic recently [15, 19,
26, 27, 35]. Introducing FSM into the information extraction
field achieved an obvious improvement on extraction accu-
racy compared with previous rule-based extraction methods.
But little information on vision and database was used dur-
ing previous works, and documents to be extracted were
treated as sequences of words instead of object elements.

Sunita Sarawagi and William W. Cohen propose to sequen-
tially classify segments of several adjacent words in name
entity extraction [25]. They formalized a semi-Markov Con-
ditional Random Fields model and used it for segmenting
and labeling plain text documents. Differently, our OLIE is
based on the ECRF model, and directly uses visual features
to obtain the sequence of object elements from Web pages.
It is more efficient for Web objects extraction.

A number of other techniques have been proposed to use
external dictionaries during information extraction [6, 22,
26, 9]. Generally, These dictionaries were used in two ways.
First of all, they were used as training examples to compute
emission probabilities. Second, a matching degree among
the current observation and entities in dictionaries was com-
puted to help determining the label of the current observa-
tion. In our OLIE approach, databases are utilized instead
of dictionaries. In addition to the above two possible us-
ages of dictionaries, an external database could be much
more helpful. A dictionary is always about a single at-
tribute, while records in a database normally have multi-
ple attributes which follow a relational schema. When the
current object element finds a good match with the key at-
tribute of a record in the database, the rest attributes of this
record can be used to determine or rectify labels of other el-
ements.

Due to the introduction of databases into the extraction
process, we often have high enough confidence that some el-
ements should have certain labels. We modified the Viterbi
algorithm to utilize this constraint to compel the solution
searching progress to find the optimal state path correctly
and quickly. This is very similar with the idea in [28], where
a constrained Viterbi algorithm was proposed. But there
still exists some difference. In [28], the extraction results
with the lowest confidence would be sent to people for check-
ing. Then constrained Viterbi algorithm is performed to re-
label the sequence of words according to people’s rectifica-
tions. So the constraints were introduced manually. In our
OLIE approach, the probabilities that some elements should
have certain labels are automatically computed through the
interaction with databases. Since we only have some con-
fidence that the labels are correct, we need to utilize the
constraints in a probabilistic way.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
How to accurately extract structured data from the Web has
led to significant interest recently. Many valuable researches
have been conducted on this area. However, as for Web ob-
ject extraction, which targets to extract and integrate all the
related Web information about the same object together as
an information unit, there is still no ready solution. By
leveraging the advantages of both Web IE and classic IE
techniques, we propose an Object-Level Information Extrac-
tion (OLIE) approach by extending the Conditional Ran-
dom Fields (CRF) algorithm with more Web-specific infor-
mation such as vision features and database features. The
novelty of this approach lies in that it utilizes as much avail-
able Web information as possible to assist the extraction
process and provides an integrated Web object extraction
and integration framework. We adopt the proposed OLIE
method in the OLPSE context, a science paper search en-
gine. Experimental results on our datasets show that OLIE
always outperforms previous baselines, sometimes dramati-
cally.

In the next step, we plan to further imporve the accuracy
of identifying object blocks and object elements from Web
pages, which is a big factor to affect the final extraction
accuracy. The good news is that, according to our current
experience, high accuracy can be expected for them since
Web page authors rarely encode the objects randomly, es-



pecially for those high-quality websites. We also prepare to
apply the OLIE method to other domains, such as product
object extraction, which is a good way to test the generality
of this method.
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